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Abstract. The preliminary design of seismically isolated R/C highway overpasses is the tar-

get of a software based on the current design provisions of Eurocode 8 (Part 2) as well as on 

engineering decisions included in the expert system. The features of this expert system, which 

is aimed to facilitate the design of a highway overpass by isolating its deck with the inclusion 

of elastomeric bearings, are presented and discussed. For such an upgrade scheme a number 

of successive checks is necessary in order to select an optimum geometry of the bearings. The 

developed software includes a series of checks provided by Eurocode 8 (Part 2), in order to 

ensure the satisfactory seismic performance of the selected upgrade scheme. In doing so, the 

software accesses a specially created database of the geometrical and mechanical character-

istics of either cylindrical or prismatic elastometallic bearings which are commercially avail-

able; this database can be easily enriched by relevant data from laboratory tests on isolation 

devices. The basic assumptions included in the software are (a) modeling the seismic re-

sponse of the bridge overpass as a SDOF system, and (b) only the longitudinal direction re-

sponse is considered; it is common practice for seismically isolated bridge systems to restrain 

the transverse movement of the deck by stoppers.  Moreover, the results form a number of 

tests performed in the Laboratory of Strength of Materials and Structures of Aristotle Univer-

sity,  verified the quality of the production process of a local producer of elastomeric bearings 

subjecting production samples to the sequence of tests specified by International Standard 

ISO 22762-1 (2005). Strain amplitudes larger than 250% resulted in the debonding of the 

elastomer from the steel plating. Artificial aging resulted in a small increase of the axial (ver-

tical) stiffness and a small decrease of the shear (horizontal) stiffness of the tested bearings. 

More specimens must be tested to validate further these findings. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Seismic design of structures, in general, involves the conceptual, preliminary and final de-
sign [1], the latter being typically prescribed in detail, for most conventional structures, by the 
existing seismic code requirements. The conceptual design, however, is not, and cannot easily 
be, encapsulated in codes’ provisions; hence, it relies heavily on engineering judgment, exper-
tise and experience. It is therefore quite often the case that the final design, although com-
pletely covered by detailed seismic code provisions, is essentially driven by the choices 
initially made.  The same design process described above is also followed in the case of 
bridge structures, independently of whether they are typical, short highway overpasses or 
more complex, long and/or curved bridges. Such bridges, although appearing to be relatively 
simple structures compared to some irregular buildings, may be designed with numerous dif-
ferent configurations depending on a set of performance (in terms of safety and serviceability), 
economic (including maintenance), constructability or even aesthetic criteria [2]. This gives 
the designer the flexibility to choose among various structural configurations, and especially 
among different strategies for the support of the deck on the abutments and piers; a decision 
related to the use of monolithic or bearing-type connections. On the other hand, the process to 
select the desired dimensions and the number of the bearings to be used at each support is of-
ten time consuming, as it commonly leads to iterative calculations and numerical analyses [3] 
and multiple design checks against target code-based criteria concerning both the maximum 
bearing strain and the overall performance of the bridge structure [4][5].  

In general though, it can be claimed that no comprehensive procedure has been presented 
to this date for the optimal (i.e., cost-effective), preliminary design of seismically isolated 
highway overpasses and bridges. To this end, the present study aims to facilitate the designer 
of typical overpass configurations [6] in selecting from a smaller, filtered sample of “eligible” 

bearing sections, and quickly spot the preferable combination of bearing size, type, number, 
location and cost at minimal computational effort. The decision-making system developed is 
based on multiple code-based performance criteria [4][5], statistics arising from the construc-
tion of 40 km of bridges along the 680 km, newly built, Egnatia Highway in northern Greece 
[7], engineering judgment and recent research findings as well as ad-hoc laboratory testing, 
conducted for the purpose of this study. The particular process is also integrated and imple-
mented in a user-friendly software, which permits the quick selection of the bearing scheme 
for given structural systems and seismic conditions. An effort was made to cover the majority 
of realistic overpass and simple bridge configurations, and a wide variety of steel laminated 
elastomeric bearing sections which are most commonly adopted for practical purposes 
[8][9][10]. The structure of both the Knowledge-Based Expert System (KBES) and the soft-
ware developed for preliminary design of base-isolated overpasses, together with their valida-
tion against more rigorous numerical analysis procedures, is presented in the following. 

2 PRINCIPLES OF SEISMIC ISOLATION OF BRIDGE SYSTEMS AND 

CURRENT CODE PROVISIONS 

2.1 Preliminary design 

Ιn Europe, seismic isolation of bridges is performed according to the Eurocode 8 - Part 2 
[4] and more specifically according to clause 7, which refers to the basic requirements and 
compliance criteria, analysis procedures and the verification of the isolating system. Annexes 
J and K of the Eurocode 8-Part 2 also make reference to the laboratory tests required in order 
to determine the variation of the design properties of the seismic isolator units and to verify 
the elastomeric bearings under seismic design situations. Similar provisions exist in the 
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United States. [5]. The Bridge Engineer is also given the choice between commercially 
available bearings or any other, experimentally tested, rubber bearing suitable for seismic 
isolation. 

In most practical cases, the preliminary design of seismically isolated bridges can be 
performed using the response spectrum analysis framework prescribed by Eurocode 8, for a 
simple rigid deck finite element model which adequately provides a first estimate of the 
bearings’ size, number and configuration. It is noted herein, that the rigid deck model is valid 

for most of the straight isolated bridges with continuous deck, at least in the longitudinal 
direction, in which the deck actually “floats” along the isolation pier-deck interface. In the 
transverse direction, however, the deck is in most cases restrained by stoppers (i.e., seismic 
links) which prevent excessive transverse deck displacements. In both cases though, as long 
as the displacements are kept below a prescribed magnitude, the system can be reliably 
assumed to be a single degree of freedom (SDOF). 

The process for the design of the seismic isolation of the above bridges, considering a 
SDOF response, usually follows a series of simple steps, which are not prescribed by most 
codes [4][5] with the exception of the Indian code specifications [11], but results from 
fundamentals of the dynamics of structures: 

a) calculation of the weight of the bridge per unit length according to the code provisions 
for the combination of the dead and permanent loading of the bridge (i.e., according to [12] 
and partly from the variable vertical loading (i.e., 0.2 for highway or 0.3 for railway bridges 
according to [4],  

b) initial selection of the bearings’ cross section, the total height of the elastomer and the 
number of the bearings per support,  

c) calculation of the total effective stiffness Ktot of the isolation system in the longitudi-
nal direction of the bridge,  

d) calculation of the effective longitudinal period of the bridge as tot
eff

tot

m
T =2

K
  , 

where mtot is the total mass of the bridge,  
e) calculation of the seismic displacement dEd,x of the deck in the longitudinal direction, 

by using the elastic spectrum of the code, according to Eurocode 8 specific guidance for 
seismically isolated bridges and 

f) performing a final check to judge the bearing adequacy according to code-based 
performance criteria.  

The most common engineering practice for the final design of the aforementioned bridge 
systems is given in the following with emphasis on the commonly used Low Damping Rubber 
Bearings (LDRB). 

2.2 Final design 

The techno-economical selection of an LDRB bridge isolation system is made so as to sat-
isfy all the design constraints arising from safety-oriented code provisions, but also to maxim-
ize performance at the lowest possible cost. This is a complicated problem, and depending on 
the structural configuration of the bridge, the designer has many design alternatives which 
require an iterative procedure, involving the repeated analysis and the design of the bridge 
isolation system until both criteria, i.e. code requirements that ensure both safety and cost-
effectiveness, are simultaneously satisfied. Typically, the designer selects an acceptable isola-
tion system for the bridge without considering all the possible combinations of bearing type, 
size and configuration, and without knowing whether the system selected was the best possi-
ble balance between cost and performance. Furthermore, most bridge isolation systems use 
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bearings that are manufactured by international companies. In addition, due to the complexity 
of the above process and although permissible according to the codes, in most cases the de-
signers are reluctant to use experimentally tested products of the local industry, hence, they 
lean primarily towards commercially manufactured products of the international market. 

3 THE PROPOSED KNOWLEDGE-BASED DECISION MAKING SYSTEM  

The methodology presented herein for the preliminary design of base isolated bridges is 
described in detail. The methodology applies to all bridges isolated with low damping steel 
laminated elastomeric bearings (LDRBs), with the exception of cases where monolithic pier-
deck or abutment-deck connections are combined with bearing-type pier-deck connections. 
The verification of the methodology is given in section 6 of the paper and shows satisfactory 
results in straight bridges. The structure of the KBES can be summarized in the following 
three steps, which also conceptually comply with those proposed by [13]. 

3.1 Step 1: User Input  

A database of commercially available and experimentally tested elastomeric bearings is 
first compiled consisting of bearings’ properties, (i.e. shear stiffness G), shape (i.e., rectangu-
lar or circular), rubber and steel plate thickness, height, and width, overall area (A) and di-
mensions (Bx, By or D). Possible bridge structural systems, characterized by different number 
and length of middle and central spans (L1 or L2), that define the total bridge length (Ltot) and 
the mass per unit length (m), as well as initial configurations of n bearings are herein defined 
by the designer. Seismic hazard is also considered with the most commonly used parameters 
in mind, i.e. the design seismic acceleration (Sa), soil type and the importance factor of the 
bridge under study. 

3.2 Step 2: Decision process 

The second step of the methodology includes the necessary and basic calculations and 
checks for the seismically isolated bridge. The designer decides the acceptable range for bear-
ing compression (σe) where a minimum of 2.0 MPa and a maximum value of 5.0 MPa are 
proposed by the system itself according to [14]. The limit for the bearing’s compression en-
sures that friction will be adequate to avoid the sliding of the bearing during seismic shear 
loading, whereas the upper limit is given to ensure that the shear strain due to the interaction 
between the neoprene and the steel plates under compression will remain at acceptable limits 
(i.e., εc,d ≤ 2.5 according to Eurocode 8 Part 2). It is noted that this limitation is optional, in 
the sense that it is not explicitly imposed by the codes, however, it is good common practice. 
For instance, the vast majority of the bearings used in isolated bridges built along the Egnatia 
Highway have been designed not to exceed 5.0 MPa in compression. As such, the compres-
sion criterion is adopted as the first filter applied to all the bearings checked.  

Based on the mass of the bridge, the compression stress (σe) is derived as a ratio of the to-
tal vertical load acting on each bearing (Pi) over its own area (A). The criterion proposed by 
Eurocode 8-Part 2 for the calculation of the maximum effective normal stress of the bearing is 
herein adopted: 

 min
e min

t

2 b
G S

3 t


   


 (1) 

where σe is maximum effective normal stress of the bearing, bmin is the minimum dimen-
sion of the bearing, tt is the total thickness of the elastomeric, G the shear modulus of the elas-
tomer and Smin the minimum shape factor of the bearing layers.  
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It is noted that this criterion has to be applied to every single eligible bearing, in this case, 
stored in an external database as will be described in Section 4.1. All bearings that pass this 
filter are marked as “potentially eligible” and proceed to the next check.  

By respecting the desired configuration of the bearings as set by the designer at the begin-
ning of the process, for each bearing that has passed the previous check, the total isolation 
system stiffness (Ktot), its effective period (Teff) and spectral displacement (dEd) are defined 
and each bearing is separately checked against seismic actions. The criterion used herein is 
strain-based, checking the horizontal shear deflections of the bearing given the computed lev-
el of vertical loading. 

All the bearings that passed the above initial screening process are checked against a set of 
code-prescribed criteria, involving the normalized shear strain of the bearing due to (a) seis-
mic loading, (b) vertical loading and (c) rotation. Herein, the criterion prescribed in Eurocode 
8 is adopted, according to which the maximum total shear strain εtd of the equivalent single 
degree of freedom system of the seismically isolated bridge should not exceed: 

 t ,d 6.0   (2) 

where: 

 t,d s,d c,d a,d      (3) 

and εs,d is the shear strain due to the total design seismic displacement, εc,d is the shear 
strain due to compression and εa,d is the shear strain due to angular rotation. The latter is clear-
ly the less critical [4]. Shear strain due to the vertical load combination εc,d is of the order of 
0.70 for a maximum effective normal stress of the bearing that remains below 5.0 MPa as de-
scribed above. 

The second criterion [4] is that the seismically induced shear strain εs,d  should be limited 
to: 

 s,d 2.0   (4) 

The shear strain of the bearing due to seismic load is computed again for the equivalent 
single degree of freedom system of the isolated bridge based on its dynamic characteristics 
and seismic response. Equation (4) can be written in terms of the displacement dEd of the sys-
tem under study as: 

 Ed
s,d

t

d

t
   (5) 

where tt is the total thickness of the elastomeric and 2 2

Ed Ed,x Ed,yd d d   

the SRSS combination o the two horizontal components of seismic displacement. It is noted 
that, in many practical cases, dEd,y is negligible, as the transverse movements of the deck are 
restrained by seismic links. Moreover, it was found that the shear strain due to the total design 
seismic displacement expressed in eq. (5) is more critical than the εt,d ≤ 6.0 criterion of eq. (2) 
at least for cases where the compressive stress σe is kept within the proposed limits, (i.e., 2.0 < 

σe < 5.0 MPa). 
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4 EXPERIMENTAL TESTING 

An experimental investigation was carried out aiming at establishing the mechanical char-
acteristics of elastomeric bearings locally produced. For this purpose a series of standard tests 
were performed at the Laboratory of Strength of Materials and Structures of Aristotle Univer-
sity according to the International Standard ISO 22762-1 (2005). Initially, these tests were 
used as qualification tests for the materials used in the production; that is the neoprene, the 
steel plates and the adhesion materials and processes. These tests are presented in a summary 
form and discussed in what follows. Next, in an effort to study the influence of certain param-
eters in the mechanical characteristics of these elastomeric bearings, the vulcanization process 
was investigated. Finally, compression and shear tests were also conducted with elastomeric 
bearings as will be presented in the following subsections. 
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Figure 1a. Tensile cyclic tests with 200% strains 
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Figure 1b. Tensile cyclic tests with 400% strains that 
lead to the fracture of the specimen 

4.1 Tensile cyclic tests of the neoprene  

Eleven tests were performed with frequencies varying from 0.25Hz to 4.0Hz. At the end of 
the series the specimens failed at maximum axial strain 400% and maximum axial stress 
8MPa. At fracture the specimen underwent approximately 500 cycles. The approximate 
Young’s modulus was found to be equal to 0.75MPa. At high levels of axial strain (more than 
100%) this value was more than double. At even higher levels of strain this value was further 
increased. At the initial static load-unload cycles there was a considerable difference in the 
load-unload path that tended to become less pronounced when the loading cycles increased in 
numbers. There was no noticeable influence on the behavior of the specimen arising from the 
frequency of the loading. The cyclic loading was introduced from an initial condition that was 
the result of preloading it with 50% of the target maximum strain level. Figure 1a depicts the 
test results for maximum target strain 200% whereas figure 1b depicts similar results for max-
imum target strain 400% which resulted in the fracture of the test specimen. 

4.2 Shear cyclic tests of unit slices of elastomeric bearings  

Shear cyclic tests of a specimens made of two unit slices were performed according to the 
International Standard ISO 22762-1 (2005). For the prismatic specimens each unit slice in-
cluded a layer of elastomer and two steel plates from a bearing with plan dimensions 200mm 
x 200mm. The dimensions of each slice of elastomer were 200mm x 200mm and 7.62mm 
thickness for the orthogonal specimens (figure 2a); for the cylindrical specimens the diameter 
of the elastomer was 250mm and its thickness 7.62mm (figure 2b) with the appropriate steel 
plating. Thus, the tested specimens were formed by two slices of elastomer and four steel 
plates. Each steel plate had a thickness of 2.94mm and sufficient dimensions in plan to have 
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the elastomer attached and to provide enough room for the loading arrangement. Figure 2b 
and 3a depicts the used loading arrangement. The final slice-specimen was of relatively large 
dimensions as to be in plan a one to one representations of elastomeric bearings produced by 
the same process; that is employing identical unit slices and building it up at the desired 
height with the appropriate number of such unit slices [14]. A dynamic actuator of considera-
ble displacement and force capability was utilized to introduce a series of cyclic shear strain 
imposed loading sequences to the specimens (see figures 3b). Initially, the series of tests did 
not exceed a maximum strain level of 100%. Next a series of similar tests introduced maxi-
mum shear strain levels larger than 100% up to the failure of the specimen that appeared in 
the form of debonding of the elastomer from the steel plating. In what follows typical tests 
results are presented in brief.  

 
steel reinforcement (2.94mm)

elastomeric layer (7.62mm)

200mm

2
0

0
m

m

250mm

steel reinforcement (2.94mm)
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p=2.0 to 2.5 MPaverical load:

hydraulic actuator applying

the cyclic displacement

Load Cell recording

the horizontal load

Load Cell recording the vertical loadrollers

support

 
 

(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2: Cross sections and plan views of: (a) Rectangular specimens (200x200x13.5(7.62)mm) and (b) cy-

lindrical specimens (Ø250x13.5(7.62)mm), (c) testing arrangement. 
 

 
Figure 3a. Loading arrangement of a unit slice. 

 
Figure 3b. Loading arrangement of a unit slice with the 
simultaneous application of a compressive stress field. 

 

4.2.1. Shear cyclic tests with strain amplitude lower than 100% 

Both orthogonal as well as cylindrical geometry elastomeric specimens were tested during 
this sequence. Throughout all the tests the applied load producing the shear strains was moni-
tored together with the corresponding displacements of the specimen that were utilized to de-
duce the applied shear stress and shear strain levels to the specimen. At the same time the 
applied vertical load, normal to the slices of neoprene, was recorded and checked for any sig-
nificant variations; the objective in this case being to keep the vertical load almost constant at 
the range of 2.0 to 2.5 MPa throughout all tests. These cyclic tests were performed for the fol-
lowing combinations: 3-11 cycles for each test, with temperature 23 degrees Celsius and cy-
clic loading varying with frequency 0.2Hz. The shear strain amplitude was varied from 5% to 
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75% in the following steps: 5% (0.38mm), 10% (0.76mm), 25% (1.91mm), 50% (3.81mm), 
and 75% (5.72mm). An increase in the shear stiffness was observed when the cyclic shear 
strain became larger than 75%. Subsequent tests that followed the initial tests with shear 
strain amplitudes varying again in the range from 5% to 75% exhibited an increase in the 
shear stiffness when they are compared with the results of the initial shear tests. Again, the 
specimen exhibited a stable performance throughout the increasing shear strain amplitude 
from 5% to 75% during these subsequent tests. Additional tests were also performed with the 
same specimens whereby the studied variable this time was the frequency of imposing the 
shear strain, keeping the maximum target strain amplitude constant and equal to 75%. The 
corresponding results are depicted in figure 4a. In this case the specimen’s performance was 
examined for loading frequencies equal to 0.1Hz, 0.5Hz and 1.0Hz. As can be seen from this 
figure no significant variation in the performance of the specimen could be observed from the 
obtained response whereby the loading frequency was varied from 0.1Hz to 1.00Hz. An addi-
tional specimen of the same geometry and produced by the same process was tested by the 
loading arrangement shown in figure 3b. This time, apart from imposing the shear strain lev-
els of continuously increasing amplitude, the specimen was placed under a constant compres-
sive stress field normal to the horizontal plane of the elastomer. This stress field corresponded 
to an equivalent compressive stress equal to 2.4MPa. The frequency of the cyclic load was 
equal to 0.5Hz and the shear strain amplitude was continuously increasing from 10% to 75%. 
The summary results of this test are depicted in figure 4b. An increase in the stiffness and a 
decrease in the equivalent damping ratio is evident when the specimen is subjected to the pre-
viously described compressive stress field of 2.4MPMa equivalent uniform stress normal to 
the elastomer. However, this observation should not be generalized; as was shown from the 
measurements of another investigation (Ryan et. al. 2004, Manos et. al. 2007) further increase 
in this compressive stress field has the opposite effect. 
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Figure 4a. Shear cyclic test results for shear strain ampli-
tude 75%  and frequencies 0.1Hz, 0.5Hz and 1.0Hz 
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Figure 4b. Shear test results for frequency 0.5Hz 
and shear strain amplitude from 5% to 75% slice 
with the simultaneous application of a compressive 
stress field. 

 
Similar observations can be drawn from the shear test results obtained from the cylindrical geome-

try specimens. Typical shear test results are depicted in figure 5 whereby a cylindrical bearing slice 
specimen d=250mm with a variation on the shear strain amplitude up to 90% and the normal stress 
amplitude (σ) from 0 to 2.0 MPa. 
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Slice Bearing 7.5mm thick  d=250mm, 0.2Hz Normal 
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Figure 5: cylindrical bearing slice specimen d=250mm with a variation on the shear strain amplitude up to 

90% and the normal stress amplitude (σ) from 0 to 2.0 MPa. 

4.2.2. Shear cyclic tests with strain amplitude higher than 100% 

The previously described loading sequences were repeated again with unit slice elastomer-
ic specimens of the orthogonal and cylindrical geometry being loaded this time with shear 
strain amplitudes higher than 100% up to the failure of the specimen. Two distinct loading 
arrangements were again adopted. First, the shear strains were introduced without the applica-
tion of compressive load normal to the horizontal plane of the elastomer (figures 2c and 6a) 
whereas in the second case a vertical load was applied and kept constant producing an equiva-
lent uniform compressive stress normal to the plane of the elastomer in the range of 2.0 to 2.5 
MPa (figure 2c and 3b). Figure 6b depicts a typical failing mode during this loading process 
without the presence of the compressive stress field. Figure 7a depicts the load-unload behav-
ior of this test with large shear strains without the application of compressive normal stress; 
figure 7b shows the resulting debonding of the elastomer from the steel plating at the end of 
this loading sequence. The levels of shear strain ranged from 100% and gradually increased to 
275%. It can be observed that for shear strain levels lower than 200% the specimen’s behavior 

remains stable even for this demanding test that corresponds to an elastomeric bearing that 
does not have the beneficial stabilizing effect of the compressive stress field normal to the 
slices of the elastomer within the bearing.  

 

 
Figure 6a. Loading the unit slice specimen with-
out the presence of the compressive stress field. 

 
Figure 6b. Failing mode of the unit slice specimen without 
the presence of the compressive stress field. 

 
The maximum shear stress capacity reached for this specimen a value equal to 1.7MPa; this 

occurred for a maximum strain level equal to 275%. The load-unload behavior of the specimen 
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with the simultaneous application of continuously increasing shear strains and an imposed 
compressive stress field normal to the elastomer equal to 2.0MPa is shown in figure 7c; figure 
7d shows the resulting debonding of the elastomer from the steel plating at the end of this load-
ing sequence.  When no compressive field was applied, the level of shear strain reached first a 
maximum strain equal to 250% whereby the maximum shear stress was observed equal to 
1.6Mpa; then for larger shear strain amplitudes the bearing capacity degrades and the specimen 
reaches its debonding failure mode.  The maximum shear stress, when the 2.0Mpa compressive 
field was applied, reached a maximum value equal to 2.4Mpa for a shear strain level equal to 
275%. Then for higher shear strain levels the bearing capacity degrades and the specimen 
reaches its debonding failure mode.  From the comparison of the performance of the specimens 
with and without the compressive stress field (figures 7c and 7a) it can be seen that the most 
severe test is that without the normal compressive stress field. It corresponds to an elastomeric 
bearing that does not have the beneficial stabilizing effect of the compressive stress field nor-
mal to the slices of the elastomer. 
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Figure 7a. Shear stress-strain response of the sliced elasto-
meric specimens up to failure for strains in the region of 
300%. (σ=0.0 Μpa) 

 
Figure 7b. The debonding of the elastomer from 
the steel plating at the end of this loading se-
quence. 
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Figure  7c. Shear stress-strain response of the sliced elas-
tomeric specimens up to failure for strains in the region of 
300%. (σ=2.0 Μpa) 

 
Figure 7d. Failing mode of the unit slice specimen 
with the presence of the compressive stress field. 

4.3 Tests  with elastomeric bearings  

After completing an extensive sequence of tests with the slices of the elastomeric bearings, 
that tried to improve and validate the production process, another sequence of tests was con-
ducted with elastomeric bearings of certain geometry as will be described in the following 
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subsection. This series of tests had as an objective to study the compression and shear behav-
ior of these elastomeric bearings in time and examine the influence on the behavior of an arti-
ficial aging process that these bearings were subjected to by keeping them in specific heating 
conditions for a certain time. Two different elastomeric bearings were examined; the fist was 
a square bearing with dimensions 150mm x 150mm in plan and a height of 95mm. The clear 
thickness of the elastomer was 70mm with two layers of elastomer and a thickness of the steel 
plating equal to 10mm for the outer plates and 5mm for the middle plate. The second elasto-
meric bearing was again of orthogonal geometry with dimensions 200mm x 250mm in plan 
having six layers of elastomer. All the steel plating was 3.5mm thick. Two specimens of this 
bearing were examined; the first had a thickness of the elastomer equal to 72mm (thick) 
whereas the second specimen had a thickness of the elastomer equal to 57mm. These speci-
mens were subjected to vertical loading tests as well as to test that combined a vertical pre-
loading condition, that resulted to an axial compressive field of approximately 2.0MPa, with a 
horizontal dynamic load, which produced the desired level of shear strain. The loading ar-
rangement that was utilized is in accordance with the International Standard ISO 22762-1. 

4.3.1. Tests  with elastomeric bearings 150mm x 150mm 

Initially, this elastomeric bearing specimen was tested in compression and then in com-
bined pre-compression of 2.0 MPa and in shear without any artificial aging (23rd September 
2008).  Then the same specimen was heat treated for 20 days in a temperature equal to 80 C 
and after cooling it was subjected again to the same loading sequence; e.g. in combined pre-
compression of 2.0 MPa and in shear (11th November 2008). During the shear tests, cyclic 
load was applied with varied frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz  to 1.0Hz. Figures 8a and 8c 
depict the vertical stress-strain diagram for this specimen before and after the heat treatment 
whereas figures 8b and 8d depict the shear stress-strain diagram for the same specimen that 
was first subjected to pre-compression of 2MPa and then to shear strain; again this test was 
conducted before (figure 8b) and after (figure 8d) the described heat treatment.  
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Figure 8a.  
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Figure 8b. 
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Figure 8c.  
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Figure 8d. 

Figure 8. Results from compression as well as from combined pre-compression and shear for the elastomeric 
specimen 150mm x 150mm  before and after the artificial aging. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the vertical stress-strain response before and after artificial aging. 
 
In figure 9 the comparison of the vertical stress-strain response for this elastomeric bearing 
specimen before and after artificial aging is shown. As can be seen, this artificial aging pro-
cess resulted in a small decrease in the vertical stiffness for this elastomeric bearing. In figure 
10 the effect of the artificial aging is depicted by comparing the cyclic shear stress-strain re-
sponse before and after the heat treatment. As can be seen in this figure, this artificial aging 
process resulted in a very small increase in the shear stiffness for this bearing. 
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Figure 10. Comparison of the shear stress-strain response before and after artificial aging. 
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4.3.2. Tests  with elastomeric bearings 250mm x 200mm 

All the tests for this elastomeric bearing were conducted at the “new” strong reaction frame of 
the Laboratory of Strength of Materials and Structures of Aristotle University which houses a 
dynamic actuator with capabilities of ±1000KN in load  and ±250mm in displacement and 
includes servo-electronic control in order to perform dynamic tests in real-time. Figure 11a 
illustrates a view of this strong reaction frame whereas figure 11b depicts the placement of the 
elastomeric bearing in this loading arrangement being supported by a special sliding device 
with very low coefficient of friction.  

 

 
Figure 11a. The strong reaction frame of Aristotle 
University. 

 
Figure 11b. The 250mm x 200m elastomeric bearing 
at the strong reaction frame 
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Figure 12. Comparison of the vertical stress-strain response before and after artificial aging. 

 
Initially, this elastomeric bearing specimen was tested in compression and then in com-

bined pre-compression of 6.0 MPa and in shear without any artificial aging.  Then the same 
specimen was heat treated for 21 days in a temperature equal to 75 C and after cooling it was 
subjected again to the same loading sequence; e.g. in combined pre-compression of 6.0 MPa 
and in shear. During the shear tests, cyclic load was applied with varied frequencies in the 
range of 0.1Hz to 0.2Hz. Figures 12 and 13 include summary results of these tests for the 
specimen with the relatively thick layers of the elastomer (72mm total elastomer thickness). 
In figure 12 the comparison of the vertical stress-strain response for this elastomeric bearing 
specimen before and after artificial aging is shown. As can be seen, this artificial aging pro-
cess resulted in a small decrease in the vertical stiffness for this bearing. In figure 13 the ef-
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fect of the artificial aging is depicted by comparing the cyclic shear stress-strain response be-
fore and after the heat treatment. As can be seen in this figure, this artificial aging process re-
sulted again in a small decrease in the shear stiffness for this bearing. 
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Figure 13. Comparison of the shear stress-strain response before and after artificial aging. 

 

5 SOFTWARE STRUCTURE AND FLOW  

5.1 Database structure  

The above decision-making system was integrated and implemented in a computer soft-
ware in order to facilitate the process and visualize the results in a way useful to the designer. 
As already mentioned, a database of 260 commercially available bearings is developed in Mi-
crosoft Access using three distinct relational tables containing the aforementioned necessary 
fields to describe the bearing geometry and capacity. 

5.2 Embedment of non-commercial bearings after laboratory testing  

It is noted that the database, which is part of the software, has the ability to be enriched by 
experimentally verified bearings. This was done for three additional bearings, produced by a 
local industry, which have been subjected to an extensive testing performed at the Laboratory 
of Strength of Materials of Aristotle University Thessaloniki. As already mentioned, the ex-
perimental study of the present investigation followed the specifications of the International 
Standards [15], which refer to the properties of the materials of which the elastomeric bearing 
are composed. These tests involved quality control, vulcanization procedures and construction 
guidelines and were performed with samples of elastomeric slices taken from the production 
process. Then, a sequence of prototype tests according to [4] were applied to a series of steel 
laminated elastomeric bearings produced by the local industry.  

The influence of the normal stress level, shear strain amplitude, frequency of shear stress 
loading and artificial aging was investigated. From such tests the effective shear stiffness and 
the equivalent effective damping can be deduced together with their variation; the measured 
values can become input parameters for the developed software [14] [16] [17]. A complete set 
of the experimental campaign results can be found in [18] [19]. 
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5.3 User input 

The main input of the software refers to Step 1 of the proposed methodology and is made 
through a user-friendly interface which manages previous and new bridge seismic isolation 
alternative solutions as these are progressively created by the user. A new project, i.e. a new 
preliminary design of isolation system requires the following input parameters: 

(a) Selection of structural system and bearing type: The software developed provides 
for four different bridge structural systems of up to four spans as is illustrated in Figure 6. The 
first system (Type 1) corresponds to a single span bridge with a length equal to L that is typi-
cal for a highway overpass. Type 2 corresponds to an overpass of a higher class of highway 
with two spans of equal lengths and a middle pier between the lanes of a two-way highway. 
Types 3 and 4 are alternatives of longer highway bridges. The weight of the superstructure, 
which essentially controls the vertical load on the bearings, is given by the designer as it is 
quite possible that the deck section has been selected prior to the selection of the isolation sys-
tem. A commonly used value of 200 KN/m, is also proposed for cases for which more de-
tailed geometrical data are not available.  

Bearing test

Exit

Code Description                               Date

Type 1: One span

Bearings on 
abutments

Selection of bearing plan view

Type 2: Two spans

Bearings on piers 
and abutments
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Figure 14: Typical overpass configurations supported by the software developed and overview of the user’s in-

terface of the software developed for the preliminary design of bridge isolation system. 

(b) Desirable bearing type and configuration: The cross-section of the bearing (i.e., rectan-
gular and/or circular) can also be selected at this stage. In case of pre-stressed and precast I-
beam bridge decks, the number of bearings on each support (pier or abutment) is based on the 
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number of the longitudinal beams. In the case of a cast-in-situ box girder or slab-type bridge 
deck, the number of bearings per support can be decided by the designer as a function of the 
dimensions of the pier’s cap and the anticipated response of the isolated deck as well as mak-
ing use of the software. As already mentioned, the user can define a minimum and a maxi-
mum value for the compression of the bearings or confirm the default range between 2.0 to 
5.0MPa. The shear modulus of the bearings is automatically set by the program based on the 
manufacturer’s specifications or any other experimentally justified value for the case of non-
commercial bearings after appropriate testing, as described in section 4.2. It is noted that the 
value generally suggested by Eurocode 8 [4] is 1.0 MPa. However, Eurocode 8 also provides 
a lower limit of 0.9 MPa and upper limit of 1.5 MPa to be used in two successive analyses 
that can lead to the maximum displacements or the maximum forces of the isolating system 
and the bridge piers respectively.  

(c) Level of seismic demand: The user defines the level of seismic demand, based on the 
elastic response spectrum of Eurocode 8-Part 1, the relevant soil classification and importance 
factor and a peak ground acceleration of 0.16, 0.24 and 0.36 that corresponds to the seismic 
zonation of Greece; the latter being an open parameter to potentially comply with different 
levels of seismic hazard in other countries. 

5.4 Decision process 

The system automatically checks all bearings stored in the database against compression 
(through the resulting shear strain in the bearing) and the shear strains produced by the earth-
quake loading based on the compression and shear strain criteria described in Sections 3.2.1 
and 3.2.2 and then ranks all eligible bearings that have passed the above checks according to 
the Optimal Performance criterion. The results are illustrated in a graph, of the OP(i) ratios 
with the section geometry. The same graph also illustrates the individual safety criterion value 
(SC(i)) and total costs (CC(i)) in order to facilitate the designer when making selections based 
on purely safety or cost criteria. The software also provides in a tabular form the following 
summary results: (a) the maximum displacement of the deck subjected to the design seismic 
action, and (b) the aforementioned safety criterion values, cost ratios and optimal performance 
indicators. Apart from the graph and the table, the software provides an output interface for 
each eligible bearing, showing the main dynamic characteristics of the analyzed bridge sys-
tem, i.e. the effective stiffness of the resulting isolating system, the total weight of the super-
structure, the effective period of the bridge, the design acceleration at the specific period, the 
design seismic displacement and finally, a video representation illustrating the fundamental 
mode of the bridge along the longitudinal direction. 

5.5 Assumptions and limitations 

Τhe simplified analysis performed in the software considering the rigid deck model for the 
bridge, is  applicable when the total mass of the piers is less than 20% of the total bridge 
mass, as prescribed by  Eurocode 8. The bridges under design should also be straight or have 
small curvature in plan and small longitudinal inclination. The developed software is not 
limited by the choice of the deck cross section. The user can employ a default vertical deck 
load value equal to 200 KN/m, considering that the used combination of loads includes 
earthquake loading. Otherwise, the user should input an appropriate vertical deck load value if 
the particular deck does not correspond to the default value. The software can be used in all 
isolated bridges with elastomeric bearings. However, the software cannot be used in cases 
when monolithic pier-deck or abutment-deck connections are combined with seismic isolation 
in the bridge. This structural scheme represents a design alternative implemented in case of 
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long cast, in situ bridge decks or in irregular bridges, which have short piers and are usually 
protected from the deck’s movements through isolation bearings. 

As already mentioned, the software is designed for the preliminary design of the isolation 
of bridges with up to four spans. This restraint is not related with the seismic action, but 
mostly with the in-service induced movements of the deck, which become significant in 
bridges with total lengths greater than 150 m according to the limits imposed by various 
transportation agencies also described by [20]. It was finally decided that the work should be 
restricted to overpasses and typical small, and intermediate span continuous deck bridges, i.e. 
with a total length up to, say, 150m.  

The bearings are assumed to be actually fixed in their feet, which means that the flexibility 
of the longitudinal seismic resisting system of the bridge is determined by the flexibility of 
the isolation. The piers with their foundations were considered to be quite stiff, as compared 
with the corresponding stiffness of the isolation interface. Therefore, the piers are not 
considered to participate in the seismic resisting system and they only receive the seismic 
actions of the bearings supporting the deck. It follows that the software is not recommended 
to be used in bridges with a flexible pier-foundation system, i.e. in bridges with slender and/or 
tall piers with flexible foundations. However, it can be underlined that seismic isolation with 
elastomeric, i.e. LDRB, bearings does not seem to be a design alternative for bridges with 
flexible pier-foundation systems. 

Another assumption of the software concerns the bearings used for the support of the deck 
to the piers and abutments. The software has the ability to consider a number of bearings per 
support. This number does not have a restraint due to the calculation procedure used in the 
software. The software, however, considers that the number of bearings used for the isolation 
of the bridge deck is the same in all supports, and these bearings are all of the same type, e.g. 
they have the same cross section area and the same total thickness of the elastomer layers 
along deck. This assumption is considered to be rational as most bridge structures up to 150m, 
typically do not use an escalation of either bearings’ areas or total thickness of the elastomer.  

As far as the seismic action is concerned, the software considers that the isolation system is 
activated only during the longitudinal design earthquake. The response of the bridge in the 
transverse direction was assumed to be restrained by seismic links, which join the deck with 
the piers’ heads. This assumption is deemed to be rational, since most bridges with isolated 
decks use seismic links [4] in the transverse direction, in which the in-service movements, due 
to creep and/or shrinkage [21] and pre-stressing [22], are negligible. Under the above assump-
tions, the longitudinal seismic action is transferred to the piers of the bridge through the iso-
lating interface. In the transverse direction, capacity design stoppers transfer the total seismic 
action directly to the supporting piers without the interjection of the flexible isolation. 

6 CONCLUSIVE REMARKS 

The knowledge-based methodology developed for the preliminary design of the seismic 
isolation of bridges is presented in this paper. The proposed methodology is based on the cur-
rent design provisions of Eurocode 8, but is also complemented by additional criteria set ac-
cording to expert judgment, laboratory testing and recent research findings, while using a 
combined cost/performance criterion to select from a database of commercially available 
bearing products. It also offers the advantage that all possible selections of bearing sections 
can be considered as potential design solutions as opposed to the common preliminary design 
procedure, which due to time and complexity constraints investigates a limited number of de-
sign alternatives. The methodology is also implemented in a software whose efficiency is val-
idated through more rigorous MDOF parametric numerical analyses as well as by using the 
case of a real bridge.  
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It is evident that the prediction success of the preliminary design process, that is proposed 
here, heavily relies on the extent of the contribution of the fundamental mode in the longitu-
dinal direction, which, when dominant, yields the SDOF simplification as reasonable assump-
tion. To sum up, it is believed that: a) the criteria imposed regarding compression stress 
limits, which are complementary to the ones prescribed in the codes, b) the automation of the 
process achieved though the developed software, which permits the investigation of hundreds 
of different bearing solutions, and c) the eligible bearing hierarchy provided through the pro-
posed safety over cost (Optimal Performance) criterion,  provide a significantly large number 
of potential design alternatives to be considered for the final selection.  In this way, the pro-
posed process can be seen as an effective preliminary design tool which is believed to lead to 
the quicker and more reliable estimate of the optimal bearing selection and seismic response 
of a highway overpass bridge either in the stage before its final design or when such an exist-
ing bridge is checked for upgrading its seismic performance utilizing such an isolation 
scheme. 

The extensive experimental sequence verified the quality of the production process of a lo-
cal producer of elastomeric bearings by subjecting slices of these bearings, being sampled 
during production, to the loading sequence specified by the International Standard ISO 
22762-1 (2005). As can be concluded from these tests, for shear strain amplitudes lower than 
250%, the variation of the frequency and shear strain amplitude did not influence the stiffness 
and strength properties of the tested specimens. For strain amplitudes larger than 250% the 
prevailing mode of failure was that of the debonding of the elastomer from the steel plating. 
Next, the experimental investigation examined the cyclic shear strain performance of locally 
produced prototype elastomeric bearings by subjecting samples of such bearings to the test 
sequence specified by the same International Standard ISO 22762-1. This time, the influence 
of aging was also investigated. As can be deduced from the measured behavior, aging resulted 
in a small increase of the axial (vertical) stiffness and a small decrease of the shear (horizon-
tal) stiffness of the tested elastomeric bearings. More specimens must be tested to validate fur-
ther these findings.  
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